Filtration and Analysis of Circulating Cancer Associated Cells from the Blood of Cancer Patients.
Filtration is one of the most efficient methods to remove red and white blood cells from whole blood, while retaining larger cells on the surface of the filter. Precision pore microfilters, such as the CellSieve™ microfilters, are ideally suited for this purpose, as they are strong, with uniform pore size and distribution, and have low fluorescent background required for microscopic image analysis. We present a system to implement the filtration of whole blood in combination with CellSieve™ microfilters that is simple and straightforward to use. Being that the blood of cancer patients often contains both tumor cells and stromal cells associated with cancer that are larger than normal blood cells, microfiltration shows great promise in better understanding these cell types. Accurate identification and characterization of cancer associated cells has led to increased specificity as it relates to CTCs and epithelial-mesenchymal transition cells (EMTs) and enabled the identification of previously unknown cell types, such as cancer associated macrophage-like cells (CAMLs). Using a system that isolates both CTCs and circulating stromal cells, clinicians can better diagnose cancer patients to determine therapy, monitor treatment, and watch for recurrence.